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New Journeyman
Editors Announced
Ed Tynan, a 27-year-old physics major from Pitts-
burg, Perm., has been appointed editor of the 1963-64
Journeyman.The appointment was made by Pat Weld,
Spectator editor for next year.
Tynan, attended St. Francis Xavier high school in
New York City and spent
a year and a half at both
NotreDame University and
St. Joseph's College in Phila-
delphia.He was in the AirForce
for a four-year stretch and
edited the base paper. After he
attains a B.S. in physics this
June, he plans to obtain a B.A.
MONICA HILL is a junior
from Spokane and will be one
of the associate editors of the
literary supplement. She attend-
ed Holy Names high school in
Spokane. At Holy Names she
was student body president and
wrote for the student publica-
tion. She has been in the S.U.
honors program for the past two
years.
PAUL HILL, a political sci-
ence major from Riverton,
Wyo., will be the other associate
editor of the Journeyman.Paul,
a sophomore, was the editor of
Fragments and wrote the col-
umn, "Probings," for The Spec-
tator this year.He has also been
active in the student senate and
Sodality.
The new crew will publish its
first issue next fall.
NEW JOURNEYMAN editor,Ed Tynan (r.) confers with
his new associate editors,Monica Hill and Paul Hill.
Discussion to Feature
Urban League Speaker
Mr. Rex D. Jones, of the
Seattle Urban League, will be
the final Saturday night discus-
sion speaker at 7:30 p.m. to-
morrow night in the Chieftain
lounge. His topic will deal ba-
sically with race and housing
problems, focusing on the local
situation.
Jones attended the University
of Puget Sound in Tacoma,
where he graduated in 1953, a
sociology and psychology ma-
jor. Hedid graduatework at the
U. of Southern California.
As an agency of Seattle-King
County United Good Neighbors,
the Urban League has served
the Seattle area since 1930. Its
mission is to encourage ami-
cable relationships between
races, to achieve equality in
housing and job opportunities
for non-whites and to assist Ne-
groes and other minority groups
in problems of health, welfare
and education. The league's
chief tools are inyestigational
dissemination of information,
and discussion.
QUINILLFUNERAL
Rosary for Larry Quinill will
be recited at 8 p.m. tonight in
the chapel at Yarrington White
Center Funeral Home. His
RequiemMass willbe offered at
10 a.m. tomorrow in St. Berna-
dette's Church. Quinill,an S.U.
freshman, drowned Tuesday.
AN OUTDOOR MAY MASS was celebrat-
ed on campus Monday, in honor of Mary.
Celebrant at the Sodality-sponsoredevent
was Fr. John Kelley, S.J.; assisting was
Fr. Gordon Toner, S.J. Dan Mahoney
Marianne Kreiling Aegis Editor
Marianne Kreiling,a jun-
ior from Seatle, has been
named '64 Aegis editor,Mr.
John Talevich, yearbook
adviser,announcedtoday.
The 20-year-old coed is
clubeditor on the yearbook
this year. She began working
for the Aegis winter quarter of
her sophomore year.
Apsychologyand pre-medma-
jor, Marianne lived in Chicago
before moving to Seattle her se-
nior year in high school. She
attended Blanchet High School
her senior year before coming
to S.U.
BESIDES HER duties on the
Aegis, Marianne will be vice
president of Xavier Hall and
vice presidentof Gamma PiEp-
silon. She is also a member of
Hi-Yu Coulees and Epsilon Del-
ta, a pre-med honorary.
When asked how she got in-
terested in Aegis work, she said,
"Idon't know. Ijust walked in
one day..."
THE NEW EDITOR said she
willprobablymakeher staff ap-
pointments soon and that she
has several new ideas for next
year's Aegis.
Marianne is the daughter of
Mr. August H. Kreiling of Se-
attle.
Marianne Kreiling scans Aegis proofs.
Top Cadets Receive Awards
The forty outstanding cadets
inS.U.s ROTC program will re-
ceive specialannual awards dur-
ing the twelfth annual reviewat
Fort Lawton today.
Cadet Col. Stephen Kunath
will receive the S.U. Sabre
Award which is presented each
year to the brigade commander.
The Superior Cadet Ribbon is
given to the student in each
class who has shown a high de-
gree of good discipline, cour-
tesy, character and officer po-
tential. The students receiving
this award fromsenior to fresh-
manrespectivelyare CadetMaj.
Lawrence Gavin, Cadet Capt.
John Hardy, Cadet JamesThor-
steinson and Cadet JohnRohrer.
THE RESERVE Officers' As-
sociation Scholarship is granted
to the senior cadet who has
demonstrated high scholastic
achievement and leadershippo-
tential. This year Cadet Lt. Col.
Robert Brennan will receive the
award. The Military Order of
the Loyal Legion of the U.S.
Medal will be awarded Cadet
Capt. James Wiehoff for his su-
perior qualities of leadership
and loyalty.
Cadet Capt. Lawrence Daly
will be awarded the Boeing
Company Award for his leader-
ship and academic achieve-
ments. Inspirational awards will
be presented to a cadet from
each class. From senior to
freshman respectively, these
cadets areCadetMaj.Gene Raf-
anelli, Cadet Ist Lt. Richard
Peterson, Cadet Richard Love
and Cadet Eugene McGrath.
The Academic ExcellenceMedal
will also be awarded a member
of each class. From senior to
freshman thesecadets are Cadet
Capt. Robert Burnham, Cadet
Lt. Fred Bruener, Cadet James
Picton and Cadet Thomas Tre-
bon.
SEVERAL OTHER honors be-
sides the ones mentioned will
be presented today along with
the general review of the S.U.
brigade.
'RickshawHoliday'
Tolo Week Theme
crest. According to MarilynDal-
ton and Sue Morrow, co-chair-
men, the booths will be outside
if weather permits; if not they
will be in the Chieftain.
Climaxing the week's activ-
ities will be the tolo "Yukai Na
Uchi" (House of Happiness)
May 29. The dance will be
staged in the Benjamin Frank-
lin ballroom from 9:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. Music will be by the
Vagabonds and the bids are $3.
Bids will go on sale Friday, said
Mary Beth Merkel and Jeanne
Jullion, co-chairmen of the
dance. Pauline Dibb and Judy
Sheehan are in charge of tolo
decorations.
Freshman Student Dies
After Prolonged Illness
S.U. freshman, Andrew Dal-
gleish, 19 died in Providence
Hospital Thursday morning at
9:55, after a prolonged illness.
The youth, who graduated from
Queen Anne highschool, was in
first humanities.
He was the sonof Mr.andMrs.
Andrew Dalgleish, of 430 2nd
West.
"Rickshaw Holiday" willbe the theme of this year's
Tolo Week activities,May 27-29. The annual coed event
will be chairmanned by Beaver Drake and Pat Presentin.
The week willbegin with amixer titled "ChopSuey"
from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. on
Monday in Bellarmine din
ing room. Dorene Centioli and
Patty Noonan,. co-chairmen
plan a fried rice eating contes
during intermission. Introduc
tion of the tolo king candidates
will highlight the dance which
will feature the music of the
Stags. Dorm girls will have a
late leave of 11 p.m. provided
they pay a penny for everymm
ute they are out after the regu
lar curfew of 10:30 p.m.
ONTUESDAY,coeds will vote
for tolo king. The voting i
scheduled for the Chieftain. Pic
tures of the candidates will go
on display tomorrow. The king
will be crowned next Wednes-
day night at the tolo and pre-
sented with a certificate for din-
ner for two at the Edgewater.
Nancy Flannery and Carolyn
Cine, co-chairman, announced
contestants submitted to date
are: Dick Cavaliere, AlphaKap
pa Psi; John Codling, AlphaPh
Omega; Larry Fahey,Pershing
Rifles; Mike Giuchon,Engineer
ing Council; Denny Harkins
1.X.; Dave Parvin, Lambda Ch
Theta.
In connection with Rickshaw
Holiday, the cultural committee
will present, "I Hear America
Singing," by the Northwest Stu
dent Actors Guild at 8 p.m. Tues
day in Pigott Aud. Late leave
will be allowed under the same
conditions as Monday night.
TOLO DAY will beWednesday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Booths
will be set up by the Spurs, Spu
pledges, Colhecon, Xavier, Town
Girls, Silver Scroll and Mary
JOURNEYMAN
INSIDE
The fourth issue of the
Journeyman, four-page liter-
ary and politicalsupplement,
appears today on pages 3 to
6 of this edition of The Spec-
tator.
Careful!
—
Law Branch!
The ASSU judicial board has been a point of contention a-
mong student leaders for years. The problem has been discussed
in detail. At the leadership conference last fall delegates chatted
at length about what could be done. The senate has investigated
possibilities of reform and recently passed a judicial reform bill.
NOW THE problem has become acute. Persons on both sides
of the fence (pro and con judicial expansion) admit that as it is
t)board is powerless, ineffective and often to be ignored.The main problem lies in the interpretationof the constitution-provisions. The article states that the board is to determine the
legalityof any question arising from the constitution. The anti-
judicialpower members of the government say that the consti-
tution means for the board to simply determine whether or not
a law enacted by the senate has been violated. In this sense the
law is unimpeachable.
The traditional interpretationby the board membershas been
that a law may be unjust or inequitable. In this case the board
should have the power to nullify a law which is proven to be so.
Attempts at this have been unsuccessful.
THERE ARE also many minor issues that complicate matters.
One block to a co-operative solution which both sides have prac-
ticed on occasion is what might be termed "branch pride." In
many cases communication is next to impossible.One branch often
interprets the words and actions of the other by reading in what
they expect, and not necessarily what is the intent. Bothhave re-
fused to let the other "dictate."
The case is neither black nor white, for sure. The judicial
board, however, has traditionallybeen on the defensive, struggling
as it were, to obtain a clearly defined sphere of activity. The re-
cent Senate Judiciary Reform bill was proposed as a solution.«c effect has been quite the contrary. The board is more uselessihelpless than ever. The so-called "Brandeis Rules," whichre incorporated into the bill, have narrowed the alreadylimited
area of the board to practically nothing.
THE CURRENT situation is quite undesirable. The judicial
board hears cases in which it can do little but decide in favor of
the government. Branch animosities bog down the function of the
ASSU. At present there are two courses of action, each calling for
constitutional amendment.
Either do away with the board entirely, since it is currently a
cumbersomeappendageto student government, or give the judicial
board some real power and a real area of function. Some univer-
sity officials have hinted that handling of student discipline in
some areas would be acceptable. Just as one possibility, we think
this is a very good idea.
carbon copy
Jefferson on Religion
In Public Education
By Robert M. Healey, (Yale
University Press, New Haven,
1962),294 pp.
By JAMES NAIDEN
The question of the proper
role of religion in public educa-
tion has been of particular con-
cern to constitutional lawyers
ever since the McCollum case
in 1948. In this instance the Su-
preme Court of the U.S. ruled
by a vote of eight to one that
dogmatic religious instruction
in public schools was unconsti-
tutional. The reason was that it
violated the First Amendment;
and "in the words of Jefferson,
the clause against establishment
of religionby law was intended
to erect a law of separation
between church and state."
The precise meaning of what
the Founding Fathers intended
in the First Amendment is, as
Robert M. Healey explains in
his study, Jefferson on Religion
in Public Education, a source
of much dispute. With the Mc-
Collum case and the conflicting
interpretations o f Jefferson's
statement in mind, Healey fo-
cuses his attention on Jefferson
and the latter's attitude toward
religion.
JEFFERSON PRESENTED a
definite program for religion in
a public school or university
when he drew up the Rockfish
Gap Report of 1818. He would
accept religion only if it were
taught in an objective manner.
It was this approach "the teach-
ing of those aspects of religion
on which all sects agree and
the leavingof those aspects on
which they do not agree for the
sects to handle themselves"—
that Jefferson insisted was the
only safe way of preserving
"freedom of religion." Inother
words, dogmatic instruction of
any particular religious sect was
an intrusion on the rights of the
individual— and it was the duty
of the state to maintaina "wall
of separation."
'Pretty Soon Weather
byjudyking
Yup. It was sure nice weather
Monday night. "Pretty Soon"
weather.
Pretty soon there was a
group of boys studying on the
lawn in front of Lyons Hall.
They studied and studied . . .
Gary Brumbaugh's TR-3.
PRETTY SOON they figured
it out. With a little careful man-
euvering and some intelligent
manipulating, they got the
sports car through the frontdoor
of Xavier Hall, the girls' dorm.
A few more calculations and
they even got it into the middle
of the lobby.
Where was Gary? He was at
a beach party with one of the
coeds living in Xavier. They
fouldn't be back untilmidnight.The look on his face wouldbe
too good to miss so the boys
decided to wait around for him.
PRETTY SOON some more
boys ambled over, with a sack
full of ice cubes. Somehow one
ice cube fell down somebody's
neck Then another one did the
same thing.
Pretty soon there were more
boys than ice cubes, so plain
old water was used.
Pretty soon somebody fell in-
to Broderick fountain.
Pretty soon there were more
boys than fountain so waste
paperbaskets full of water were
used.
(Meanwhile the campus cop
had decided to have Gary's car
towed away... but he couldn't
figure how to get the tow truck
into the dorm.)
WHEN EVERYBODY...
about 50 everybodiesby this time...wasproperlydripping,Gary
returned with his date. Immedi-
ately an honor guard formed to
escort them into the dorm. The
blank look on Gary's face turn-
ed to unbelief as he walked in-
side the door and saw his sports
car fittingly adorned with num-
erous coeds. When they finally
got the car outside again, some-
body yelled: "Let's give them a
real send-off!
"
and threw a
waste paperbasket full of water
into the air.
Pretty soon everybody was
drippingagain." " "
BILL HANNAFORD loves
flowers. In fact, he loves to
smell flowers. But his enthusi-
asm for blossom sniffing was
somewhat dampened a few
weeks ago.ApparentlyFr.Nich-
ols' mall blossomsholdmuch of
the rain deposited earlier. For
Bill grasped a branch, shut his
eyes in anticipationof olfactory
delights, and sniffed a mighty
sniff. He got a nosefull— and it
wasn'taroma.
in
retrospect
And, as Healey continues his
thesis, the concept of religion
solely as a personalmatter be-
comes clearer. Jefferson him-
self was aUnitarianand thought
any other sect utterly incompre-
hensible. He did, however, in-
sist that one's religious views
were not the concern of anyone
else, much less the state. Jef-
ferson, therefore, believed that
religion could be studied in pub-
lic institutions as an entity init-
self and not as dogmatic the-
ology.
HEALEY HAS done well in
preparing this thorough critique
on the inherent rights of the
individual which Jefferson es-
poused—in particular the right
to worship God in an individual
manner.
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NB of C ScrambleGameNo. 16
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REPRIEVE
When this comes along,you may be earning money
orspendingit.In either case NBofC can help.Open
anNBofC savingsaccount forvacationmoneyearned.
UseanNBofC Specialcheckingaccount foryourown
accurate accountingof money spent.
S \ NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
(UOIJfDL-A)
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
-
COLLEGE MEN
(Save This AdUntil After Final Exams)
HIGH PAID WORK FOR THOSE ADAPTABLE
PART TIME EMPLOYMENT NEXT FALL
Applicants must be neat and business-like in appearance
and pleasantly persistent in manner
$100.00 PLUS BONUSES TO START
CALL MR. SAUNDERS, Student Placement Manager
For Appointment
FROM 10:00 a.m. to 12 Noon Only
MA 4-8880 MA 2-6424
ril TABLETS J|
THE SAFE WAYto stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally Next time monotony makes
alert with the same safe re- you feeldrowsy whiledriving,
fresher found in coffee and working or studying, do as
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster, millions do...perk up with
handier, morereliable. Abso- safe, effectiveNoDoz tablets.- lutely not habit-forming. Another lineproduct ol GroveLaboratories. -
foxtrot
twist...waltz
lindy...samba
mambo...cha-
cha-cha..bend
dip..hop..step
turn...bump...
Wncw««.
take a break m %
...things go better|il
with Coke Wjmm
TRAPC.MARK (Sj I
Bottled under the authority of
The Coca-Cola Company by:
PACIFIC COCA-COLA Jf \k
BOTTLING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington B
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Journeyman
Trailma in thePianoRoom!
By KATHY ROBEL
Last Wednesday Ihad my first Trau-
matic Experience. Actually I figure
I've had maybe three or four but last
Wednesday was the real thing, mainly
because Iam now almost sixteen and
my life is ruined. WhenIthink about it
my whole other side shivers and Iget
this tragic longing to cover my head
with one of Mom's blue rose-bud pillow-
slips.
Iwas sitting in the piano room at the
library last Wednesday when this jerk
started pounding on the door. The rea-
sonIwas in the piano room was not so
Icould play the piano but because it's
all sound-proofedin there and warm and
cozy and the best place in the whole li-
brary to study providing you sit kind of
in the corner so that stupid pear-shaped
librarian Miss Pinceness can't see you
through the glass door. She'll throw you
out if you aren't playing the piano, or
if you play something 'vulgar.
BUT ANYWAY HERE was this nut
pounding on the door, a real odd-ball
Icould see as he had on this utterly
out-of-it light blue saggy suit jacket over
a green wool shirt and one of those
finky blue knit ties. Well Iput my fin-
ger over my mouth to shush him, buthe
went right on pounding so what could
Ido but go open the door which was
an utter mistake. Ishould have ignored
him or played somerock 'nroll classical
music so he'd groan and go away in
agony butIam such a dopeand an idiot
thatIopenedthe stupid door.
"Pardon me ma'amIhopeIwon'tdis-
turb you this will only take a minute,"
he says. Well, you can just imagine
whatIthought about this. "Oh not at
all"Isays as ifIlet strange men into
my piano room every day of the week
and especially on Wednesdays and me
as pure as lilies on the new-fallen snow!
But you should have seen him; Ijust
stood plastered to the wall with my
mouth open somewhat and stared as he
was standing on the piano bench and
had taken off the top of that old upright
piano and half of himself had disap-
peared inside the top of the piano. Some
nut obviously and as you might expect
Iwas sliding along the wall toward the
door. My Mother told me about people
like him of which most people are be-
cause she knows how sensitive and im-
pressionableIam, my age being what
it is and all. She's toldme several things
you know whatImean.
WELL THIS NUT was climbing out
of the piano again, that is his upperhalf
was, by the time my hand was on the
door-knob but as he put the lid back on
and got down and spread out some mu-
sic on the ledge Ifigured he must be
OK, as he didn't seem to even noticeme
there in my innocence and all. As I
found out later he isn't too much inter-
estedin this aspect.
But I've got to tell you this part about
him playing his composition
—
oh what a
mess— and my criticizing it and every-
thing. Of courseIshould tell you about
him at least what Ilater found out. His
name is Gerald Shostavinski a name
which he madeud at music school so his
instructors would always ask him how
he pronounced his name and remark,
"What a coincidence your name has two
great composers in it— ha ha isn't that
a coincidence?" Gerald figured that
wayhis teachers would notice him right
off. Well as Itold him later Idon't
know what he was worriedabout not get-
ting noticed for (aside from his green
shirt and blue tie which is probably
what most musicians wear anyway)
since his musical compositions are so
noticeable as to bring out a mob at 3
a.m. in the Antarctic Circle!
Well as Iwas saying he has this kind
of stringy-blond hairwhichhe parts way
down on one side just abovehis left ear
and combs all the wayover to the other
ear, with one curl to the right side of
his forehead. He doesn't wear glasses
just squints a lot and rolls his tongue
around on the inside of his cheek when
he thinks, and is twenty-three. If he
wasn't a nut he'd probably look OK but
as you can see he is somewhat odd and
a creep besides.
WELL TO GET BACK to this Trau-
matic Experience I've got to tell you
about his piano-piecehe played.Actual-
ly if he had left the piano alone inside
Imight not have turned the light off but
as he had done something to make the
thing sound like somebody was sitting
on all the stringsIjust had to do some-
thing. He played this thing, swaying
all over the pianobench, and hitting the
keys one at a time with his index fingers
and jerking them off sometimeshis arms
up in the air and then coming straight
down in a nosedive. His eyes were shut
although you could almost see his eye-
balls rolling around inside and Ikept
wondering why did he have all this mu-
sic spread out in front of him. Well it
was like fingernails scraping down a
blackboard so Iturned off the light.
All of a sudden it stopped which is
when Igot rather scared what with my
virginity and all but Ididn't want to
turn the light back on as he would start
playing againprobably and heaven-help-
me Iwasn't going through any more
of that stuff.
Icouldn't see very well but Iknew
that he wasn't coming at me with any
desires of the flesh at least not at the
moment soIdidn't scream, either. Then
he said "Turn the light on please"and
Isaid "No" and he said "Why?" and
Isaid "Because ifIdo you'll start play-
ing again and you've alreadykilled me
once." Really Iknow this sounds kind
of phony and all but Ihad just read this
fabulous story in the Senior Catholic
Miss which was about some martyrs
whodied three or four times before they
finally expired.
"I'm sorry if Ihave offended you"
he says after a minute andIsaid "Why
did you wreck the piano?" andhe didn't
say anything for a minute and then he
said "Please turn the light on" and I
said "No." Actually it was all pretty
stupid there in the dark and all as I
would have had to turn on the light
anyway since it was almost time for the
library to close and pear-shape Pincy
would come around to throw everybody
out: but Ihad all the power kind of
and could just turn on the light if he
rose,up to sully my virginity and say
"Ha you clod you can't fool me!"
BUT THEN THE PIANO bench
scraped like he was getting up so I
turned on the light. Ilooked at him
and he looked somewhat mad but like
he didn't know what to do and Isaid
"Pear-shape Pincy is going to come in
here and throw you out if you play that
stuff again." But he looked sad so
Ialso said "I'm only warning you for
your own good you know" which is what
my Mother says quite often.
"Pear-shape Pincy?" he says and I
said "She's the librarianand she throws
out anybody who plays vulgar music"
and all of a sudden his face got real red
but as Icouldn't tell whether he was
mad or just blushing becauseIsaid his
music was vulgarIsaid "She's thrown
me out several times for playing vulgar
music" and then his face got real ex-
cited and he looked up and said "Oh
do you compose?" But whenIsaid "Oh
heck no" he got red-faced again and
looked down at his feet, and stupid as I
am which is as stupid as Mrs. Hybiscus
when she talks to her flowers every
morning, Ifelt kind of sorry for him
soIsaid "Are you a composer?" which
Iknew anyway but he looked happy
and bright again and said "Oh yes as a
matter of fact this is my latest compo-
sition it's called Nocturne After Edgar
A. Poe" but then he lookedsad and said
"But Iguess you didn't like it" and I
said "Well it might be all right if you
put the pianoback the way it's supposed
to be" and then he frowned and got very
serious and started talking quite rapid
which is whyIcan't explainhalfof what
he said. It was all about synthesizing
the elements which constitute the totali-
ty of effect which is absolute under the
general rules of ontological necessity.
That's about allIremember except that
when he finishedhe said "But you didn't
like it."
He looked so utterly tragic thatIjust
couldn't say "It stinks" like Iwanted
to so Isaid to sort of change the sub-
ject "But Ithought Edgar A. Poe was
a writer not a composer" and good
grief did he ever get all excited again.
But just then pear-shape Pincy tapped
on the windowwith her ring and looking
stern. Well Ikind of smiled nervously
at him and he stopped in the middle of
his sentence and Isaid "That's pear-
shape Pincy we've gotta go" and he
said "Oh."
HE STARTED TO gather up his mu-
sic and Igathered up my books and
stuff and he started to go out the door
first but then Iguess he remembered
Iam a lady and he suddenly stopped
short and Iran into him which is when
he dropped his music all over the floor.
Then Iremembered the piano and said
"You'd better put the piano back to-
gether or peach-shape'll report you to
O.B." and he mumbled "Oh Iforgot"
and stood up on the piano bench again
and disappearedhis upperhalf into the
toD of the piano.
Ihad picked up all his music which
is when Isaw his name on the front
'Gerald Shostavinski' and whenIlooked
up there was pear-shape Pincy coming
full speed andIsaid "Oh hurry up here
she comes." He sort of fell off the piano
bench and turned red again and Igave
him his musicbut there was pear-shape
Pincv standingout there with her hands
on her hips and tapping her big foot
which could probablybe heard on the
first floor if not thebasement.
So we went out kind of sheepish al-
thoughIwanted to stick my tongue out
at old Pinceness but she would just
have stuck hers out back and since I
know she has a bigger tongue than mine
Ididn't giveher the satisfaction. Gerald
smiled at her and said somethingabout
he was sorry andIcould of kicked him
as that is just what old pears Pincy
loves to hear
—
somebody apologizingfor
nothing so she can give this whole big
speech about "Oh you must realize that
Ihave devoted my life to you students
and these rules and disciplinesare made
for your benefit since Isimply must
keep things in proper running order."
Well she gave the whole thing to Gerald
right there.
IWAITED FOR him to finish listen-
ing to Pincy, but then Ibegan to think
"Oh I'llbet he's just waiting to force
me into some dark alley to take advan-
tage of me" which my Mother warns
me about quite often but thenIthought
"Oh that's stupid he probably doesn't
know what a girl is at least not like
most men know." SoIstood there wait-
ing and pretty soon Miss Pinceness fin-
ished and we went out the door together
and then we just stood out there looking
stupid as heck because we didn't know
what to do.
Ikind of looked at my feet and then
he said "Gee if you still want to know
aboutmyNocturne wellmaybe we could
go down to the Refugium Peccatorum
for a cup of coffee?" and then he turned
redder than ever and Isaid "The Re-
fugium Peccatorum?" and he said
"That's where mv friends andIgather"
and Isaid "Well Idon't know if my
Mother .. ." but then he explainedreal
fast that it was a nice place and that
he used to work there before his god-
father died and left him all this money
to become a composer instead of a vet-
erinarian and that the place was just
a hang-out for the kids from his school
which was one of those weird colleges
out in the suburbs.
"The only strong beverage they serve
is Turkish coffee" he says and then
laughed kind of and all of a sudden
turned red again, and all this time I'm
thinking "Oh what wouldMother say if
she knewIwent to this Turkish brothel
with a strange man who iust accosted
me in the library!
"
Oh Iknew she'd
iust faint away soIdecided to call her
up and tell herIwas going to stay down
town and shop, and thenIsaid to him
"OK" and called Mom who said to be
careful of strangers and to make sure
Istood under streetlights.
WELL YOU PROBABLY don't think
this is all very Traumatic but actually
Ihaven't gotten to the most tragic part
vet. Here we were in Refugium Pecca-
torum—a finky name you must admit—
which wasn't too far actually from the
l'brarv but was kind of hidden in that
you had to walk down some steps from
the sidewalk into this basement, and
there you are. The room was small and
KATHY ROBEL, a Seattle
freshman and member of the
Writer's Club, frequently con-
tributes to Fragments, campus
literary quarterly. (Continued onpage 4)
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so stuffed with people and cigarette
smoke and probably opium fumes that
Ino doubt looked quite green when Ger-
ald pulled out a chair for me to sit down
at this tiny table next to the wall. Isaid
"Thank-you Gerald" and he turned ab-
solutelyred and said "Idon't even know
your name" andIsaid "MaryanneDick-
inson" and he said "Just like Emily"
and tore off somewhere mumbling that
he'dbe rightback.
Good night shirt was this place ever
a dive and questionably reputed also.
For one thing it was quite dark and
as Iwasn't wearing my glasses which
Ihate because they make me look rec-
tangular, Icould hardly see (unless I
squint which also looks stupid). Anyway
there was a whole bunch of peoplesome-
what like Gerald more and less but in-
stead of wearing green shirts and blue
ties they had blue shirts and green ties
or sweatshirts and no ties or there was
even one who was wearing this paint-
spattered black sweater which came
down to his knees and nopants.
There were some girls Ithink, but I
thought "Oh who cares" and sat kind
of nervous looking casual until Gerald
came with these two huge mugs of cof-
fee and since Ihate coffee Ijust felt
green some more.
Then he sat down across from me and
oh didIever get myself into the biggest
mess in the whole stupid world. He took
a slurpy sip of coffee and said "The
reason Iwrote my Nocturne after Ed-
gar A. Poe is that IfeltIcould gather
all the correlational elements into a
structure paralleling the ..." Oh I
couldn't possibly ever repeat it all he is
so completely way out and all but I
guess the idea was pretty much that he
thought Edgar A. was an absolutely
fabulous writer. So after he finished all
this which half of Ididn't understand
Isays "Why don't you write a poem
after Edgar A. Poe instead of music?"
which is just about whatIthought since
it seemed stupid to me to write music
imitating a poet after all even Iknow
that.
WELL HE SET DOWN his big coffee
mugand his mouthsort of droppedopen
and he looked at me with his eyes all
wideandbulgingand aftera minutedur-
ing which Iwas pretty nervous in case
he was all of a sudden getting some
desires of the flesh he said "A poet!
Of course
—
a poet is just what Ishould
be oh the glory, the agony the passion
of it all!" Ithink that's what he said
anyway and you can imagine by this
time after words such as these he was
probably getting ideas not so poetic
at least not in my case as my Mother
knows soIsaid to keep his mind away
from such thoughts "Then why are you
going to music school? If Iwere you
I'd go to writing school and changemy
name to James Heminger" which was
very clever of me you must admit and
then all of a sudden he leaps up and
knocks over the chair and grabs my
shoulders and just as I'm about to yell
"Take your sinful hands off me you
beast" he shouts so that everybody
turns around in their chairs "That's it!
A poet! A writer! A scribe of human
destiny!
"
Well Iwas pretty embar-
rassed after all and then people started
cheering him and clapping and yelling
"More Gerry More" in a kind of chant
and Gerald shouts "No
—
my name is
Heminger, James Heminger and I'm
going to writeItell you write out the
miseries of the world with the tears of
genius!
"
As you can imagineIwas somewhat
nervous at all this and whenItried to
sort of sneak out Gerald says, "Emily
where are you going?" and Ishouted
over the noise "Home, my Mother's
probably worrying" and then somebody
opens the door so thatIpractically fall
outside.
Well Iwent home pretty much a ner-
vous wreck as that is what happens
when Traumatic Experiences occur but
if you think that was the end of Gerald
Shostavinski— Imean James Heminger— you're somewhat mistaken. The next
day was one from which Ishall prob-
ably only recover from after twenty-
eightyears ina convent.
It was enough of a struggle to protect
my maidenhood Wednesday, but when
Gerald showed up at schoolon Thursday
during lunch IthoughtIwould collapse
and be left helpless to defend myself.
Besides Ihave never in my entire life
been so utterlyembarrassed as when he
came up to me right in front of the
whole lunchroom full of giggling girls
and handed me the poem. OhIthought
Iwould just be mortified to death and
this is whenIfirst wanted to cover my
headwithoneof Mon's pillowslips,which
Ithink you can understand why.
BUT THEREHE was allglowing and
smiling and excited and how he ever
found out whereIwent to school espe-
ciallysince he keptcallingme EmilyI'll
never know but there he was coming
over to whereIwas sittingwith mybest
friendMelissa who wouldn't even believe
the story Ihad just been telling her
about Gerald. So ina wayIwas kind of
glad to see him.
"Well," Isays to Melissa. "Whafd I
tell you? Here he is pursuing me clear
to school!
"
Well of course she just
stared with her big mouthopen and then
Geraldcomes up to me and says "I just
wanted to give you this beforeIleft for
Akron" andIsaid "Akron?" and he says
"Yes that's where I'M going to become
a writer." Then he gave me this poem
and since he was standing there like he
wanted me to read itIread it out loud.
"Oh never no never can Iever dis-
sever my soul from the soul of the girl
who unfurled and revealed her sealed
now open not broken heart heavily,
Emily Dickinson. Signed James Hem-
incer."
Well there she was all glowing and
everything and what could I say? I
wanted to say "Oh for heavens sake go
back to music" but insteadIsaid "Gee
that's very pood." You know what he
said? "YesIknow. It maybe very valu-
able someday." Of course I almost
croaked out loud which Melissa did but
then he started to go and said "Well
wishme luck!"
Istood there somewhat dazed and then
just as he was almost out the door I
remembered something andIyelled at
him "Hey what did you put in the piano
any way?" and he yelled back "Paper
clips!"
Philosophy Comprehensive: Benefit orBugaboo?
ByJOHNMILLER
S.U. has had a comprehensiveexam-
ination in philosophy since its earliest
days.Until 10 years ago, the exam was
administered orally,but becauseof prac-
tical limitations, it has since then been
of the "objective" type.
The purpose of the examination is to
give the students the opportunity to ar-
rive at a comprehensive understanding
of philosophy. It is hoped that students
taking the exam will do the necessary
review work and thus see their philoso-
phy as a unified whole. This is a noble
aim inany field.
Any student who wishes to graduate
from S.U. must pass the comprehensive.
Students who fail the exam must take
it again. If after repeated attempts a
person- does not succeed in passing the
exam, he will be refused graduation
from the University. Since 1954, 12 such
students have not received their diplo-
mas.
STUDENTS WHO wish to graduate
with honors must not only achieve the
necessary grade pointbut must also pass
the comprehensive with at least a "B."
According to Fr. James Royce, S.J., of-
ficial administrator of the exam, two
students will not receive honors this year
because of an insufficient score on the
examination.
Students and faculty alike debate the
validityand worth of the comprehensive.
Four members of the S.U. faculty who
either have taught or presently do teach
philosophy have commented here on the
exam.
Fr. Royce is in favor of the examina-
tion and is convinced of its worth. Ac-
cording to Father, "The purpose of the
senior comprehensive is to have the stu-
dent review his philosophy, to enable
him to see it as a systematic whole, and
to help him leave school with an appre-
ciative grasp of the distinctive feature
of a Jesuit collegeeducation: the way in
which principles integrate not only all
of philosophy but to some extent all his
knowledge.This review is for many the
finest intellectual experience of their
academic career and is profitable for
most who do review.
"NOT ALL ARE CAPABLE of appre-
ciating this, judging from the fact that
about 8 per cent fail it each time," Fa-
ther said. "About half of these fail it a
second time. After a third failure,one is
required to take an oral examination,
and one year four out of nine failed the
oral. As a result some studentsnever get
their diplomas, though they are allowed
to go through graduationceremony.
"The test is entirely the product of the
philosophydepartment.Each section was
made up by a five-man committee of
those teaching the subject most often.
Administration of the test is through the
registrar and the counseling and testing
renter.*
Validity studies have shown an ex-
tre/nely high correlation with grades
earned in philosophy courses. Principal
discrepancies seem to come in the case
of those who did not review," Father
noted. "Perhaps another cause is the
effort by some students to circumvent
the reviewby devious and often absurd
means, such as garbled and misleading
notes circulated last year as 'part of
Form C."
ON THE OTHER hand, Fr. Michael
Toulouse, S.J., is against the examina-
tion. "Regarding comprehensive exam-
inations," Father said. "I'm con-
vinced that the essay approach isa more
adequate method of evaluating the
student's awarenessof the roleof philos-
ophicaldisciplineinhis life. The so-called
'objective' examination in philosophy is
one of the subtler forms of dogmatism,
for it requires the student to affirm one
of the given answers to a question as
correct. The objective examinationdoes
not test one's understanding of philoso-
phical wisdom and often requiresone to
give back some time-worncliche."
Fr. Toulouse continued, "The exam
serves no useful purpose and jeopardizes
the student with a real grasp of phil-
osophy. Personally if Iwere subjected
to the exam,Ithink I'dfail it."
Fr. Thomas Garvin, S.J., likes the
idea of a comprehensiveexamination in
philosophy. In his opinion, "Education
is superficial and inadequate without
some contact with thephilosophicalprob-
lems. A comprehensive exam should be
given because it gives the student the
opportunity to see his philosophy as an
integratedwhole." Father also said that
if the majority of students do not get
something out of the present exam, it
should be redone.
Fr. Edmund Morton, S.J., dean of the
graduate school, is opposed to the exam.
"I am not in favor of an objective type
comprehensive examination in philos-
ophy for all of the students at S.U.Ido
not think that such an examination is
able to achieve the purposes envisioned
by the comprehensive. The comprehen-
sive examination is for those who have
majored in a subject. The examination
is carefully worked out, is usually both
written and oral and gives a true esti-
mate of the student's knowledge.
"MY EXPERIENCE WITH a philoso-
phy comprehensive, which is requiredof
all students in a university, is that it
promotes the worst features in educa-
tion: namely cramming and memorizing
of pat formulas for use on one occasion
only. Iwould not be opposed to some
kind of comprehensive examination for
philosophy majors," Fr. Morton noted.
"With a small group, the examination
can be prepared and administered in a
personalway so thatphilosophical prob-
lems can be understood and handled in
an orderly way."
Some students who have taken the
comprehensive were asked what they
thought of it. According to Veronica
Miller, a senior philosophy major, "The
purpose of a^iy comprehensiveexamina-
tion is to determine the depth of a
student's understandingof a given sub-
ject. A student may give evidence of his
insights through essay tests or in oral
questioning.An examination of this type
would benefit philosophy majors.
"Ibelieve that some exposure to phil-
osophic inquiry benefits any student,"
Veronica continued, "but the existence
of the present comprehensive necessarily
transforms that inquiry into a set of
definitions. The comprehensive as it ex-
ists isa superfluous procedureburdening
the senior who must re-memorize text-
book distinctions."
808 BURNHAM, a senior inpolitical
science, thinks that the review for the
examination benefitted him, but also
feels that those who were not pressured
to get a "B" reviewed just enough to
pass and were not benefitted appreci- »
ably.
Mrs. Marise Hedlund, director of first
humanities at S.U., graduated from S.U.
in 1960. In retrospect, she feels that the
reviewfor the comprehensive didbenefit w
her.
Mrs. Waldene Curtis graduated from h(
S.U. in 1961 with the President's Cup.
She is in favor of a comprehensiveexam
in one's major and feels she was not
helped substantially by the philosophy
comprehensive.
After reviewing the opinions of the ti
faculty, students, and graduates of S.U.
expressedhere one must ask himself, "Is a
the purpose of the examination really n
fulfilled?" The comprehensive and the. tl
necessary review for it givestudents the ci
opportunity to integrate the philosophy d
they have taken and "fit it all together." H
The advocates of the exam must ask
-
p
themselves how many students take this A
opportunity to any significant degree. U
They must ask themselves whether a o
majority or even an appreciableminor- d
ity of the students who reviewand take w
the exam really integrate their knowl- W
edge of philosophy. g
THE VALIDITY STUDIES on the t(
exam have shown a high degreeof cor-
relation between test scores and philos- W
ophy grades students have received in
courses. Is it reasonable to assume that
students will gain substantially more P
from restudying old course material for
a multiple choice, sectionalized exam v
than they gained from their original
courses? Is the exam a truly rewarding
intellectual experience? t(
If the purpose of the exam and neces-
sary review is not fulfilled, will a re- P
vision of the examination itself alter the
situation? Does the fault lie with the
exam itself or with the student whohas
"
secondary or relativelylittle interest in
philosophy? The makers and adminis-
trators of the exam must genuinelycon-
sider such questions in their decisions
"
regarding the philosophycomprehensive
and whether or not it should exist at
S.U.
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J go on.. ." i"Hey, watch where the hell you're I
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TheZoo
By SUSANHACKETT
"I hate teas! Ialways come away
with a roaringheadache."
"So good to see you again, Rosie. It's
hot inhere, isn't it?"
"It'shis peculiarnose ..."
"Party later— my place."
"And what are you going to do now?"
"How nice."
BOMBARDING HIM were floods of fa-
tuous faces, saccharine voices and a
shrill laugh now and then. Was there
anyone to whom he could escape in this
mob? Janet's face bobbed into view,
then that of his roommateBob. His par-
ents, thank God, weren't coming. Intro-
ductions meant more foggy familiarity.
He began imagining that the swell of the
people were characters in a great zoo.
A wart-hog was on his left. She had
large protuding teeth and body, and
offensively attempted to plumpherdress
down. The squirrel standing next to her
was dapper, feminine Mr. Black and
White, Professor of Hog-Raising, who
gave A's to attractive females and C's
to peoplelike the wart-hog.
"Jack, how longhave you been here?
We've been looking for you . . . you
sure have a blank look on your face!
"
"Oh." A graceful swan. A delicious
pink-swathed body with blue eyes. "Oh,
nothing. Been here just a coupla min-
utes." Janet, and friend, his roommate.
Bob spoke: "How soon are you leav-
ing? We're all going to Jan's apartment
to relax afterwards. Want to come?"
"Why not? Love to. Ican stop and
pickup something."
"Great. Don't bother with mixer; we
have plenty left over from last night."
GREAT FRIENDS wehad.Come along
—with the booze.
His roommate was a rooster. His
stance and strut could equal any other
bird's in the place. A comb loomed high
on top of his crew-cut head.. .
"Jack! Isaid, we'll see you later."
"Yeah...okay." Funny about Janet.
But, maybe she liked roosters.
"And what are you going to do after
graduation, youngman?"
"How nice."
He had an answer all prepared for
that question if it came shootingat him
one more time. He would reply in a
calm, dryvoice that he was going tokill
himself immediatelyafter he got his di-
ploma. No one would ever hear. He
could shout it at the world, and no one
wouldhear. They were too busy asking
questions to listen to an answer to one
of them.
Two more days. Great events these
teas. Object: stuff everybody full of sick
little sandwiches and cold tea, and gum
up the works with sticky mints and
crumby nuts. He would have to drink
later in self-defense.
HERE CAME THE wart-hog with a
grinning carnivore. This one in tow re-
sembled a raccoon withhis bespectacled
face and grey bushy hair. Jack had rac-
coon for Bird-Calling and Expressionof
Voice. The teacher said that he lacked
sensibility. His professors were so sorry
to see him go from these hallowedhalls
that they were almost giving him a
personalescort to the door.
It was time to depart for better places.
The rooster would welcome him with
open arms, if he was carrying a pint or
two, so now to the liquor store. Funny
about people resembling animals. Slid-
ing into the car, he realized how quiet
it was outside the zoo. He preferred ac-
tually to think of it as a barnyard, be-
cause there were so many clucking
chickens, but wart-hog and raccoons
were rare on the farm.
The damn little ladies who were con-
stantly pecking at him with insipid
questions! He had to repress some
thoughts abit longer.For instance, what
to do when hehad a Bachelor of Basket-
Weaving in his clutched fist. He had
learned to react to things, like those ani-
mals. In class, one had the proper at-
titude, and one passed.The raccoon was
the only one in his immediateknowl-
edge who was violating this principle.
(The raccoon had more sense than one
gave him credit for.) If he spoke to his
friends in the right tone of voice, he was
accepted.
WHAT DOES A fellow do when he has
been repressing thoughts of the outer
world for four long years? Ah ...he
goes to teas, breakfasts, dinners, par-
ties and sleeps a greatdeal. And drinks
a greatdeal...Does having the "good
attitude" help in the outside world? It
must! Or they wouldn't have bothered
spending so much time drilling it into
him.
But! The swan! Almost there. Life
was almost meaningful when she was
around. If raccoon had taught him any-
thing it was a swan-call; Jan was in that
class. She obviously hadn't noticed,
though, because she wasn't answering
with any audio-vibrations. Good thing
Bob was his roommate, or he'd never
get to seeher.
Inside the door of the apartment, he
spied the glasses and mixer on a table
and sped toward it. This eveningmight
be bearable after all. Jan and Bob
called out to him to come talk to them;
they too had learned to speak with just
the right amount of sincerity. Damn
rules of civility! They had found a girl
for him. A sparrow, he noticed. She
would listen to him for the next three
hours or so, when he would give up in
despair and fly awayhome to bed.
"Mitzi,Iwant you to meet Jack."
SHE SMILED demurely at him. He
sneered back, and then grinned. "Well,
Mitzi, let's go fill up our glasses."
In the smoke: "This is a darlingapart-
ment."
"Bring me a drink, will ya?"
"Yeah. Igot the job. Last Tuesday.
Sure aload off ..."
"Only a hundred an' ten dollars a
month. Two bedrooms."
"That isn't what she told me."
"Jan looks beautiful tonight."
Jan. Across the room. All these care-
ful reactions around him. They were
like Pavlov's conditioned dogs.
"Jack, want another drink?"
Yes! That's what he wanted. Not this
sparrow. She smiled appreciatively at
his every word.
His drink. "Jan is a lovely girl, isn't
she? Iwonder when she and Bob will
getmarried? ...Hey,are you allright?"
ACROSS THE room. The rooster and
the swan. He was a weasel. "Here, you
can have the drink back. I'm going out
for a while." He felt sick. This wasn't
the way he should feel about the whole
thing. He should be happyfor his buddy;
so what if he had failed again
—
after
all, that was life,wasn'tit?
What was he going to now? Opportu-
nity galore. Job, settle down, get mar-
ried. Janet— forget it. Climb over the
fence, and get out of this damnable zoo!
At last,anuntypical thought.
Once inhis cold apartment, he turned
on the gas oven, but didn't light it. He
was supposed to be afraid of things like
this. He was to value his life and pick
up his diploma. But what the hell! The
whole afternoon and evening swam
viciously around inhis mind...
Lord, Bob was coming down the hall!
He turned off the oven, and went inand
sat on his bed. Bungled! He wanted to
die, but the rooster had returned. He
felt the proper revulsion for his room-
mateand went to bed.
"COULDN'T EVEN pull that off," he
said to himself. A mournful tune came
to him while he lay on the bed:
Oh where, oh where
AmIgoing tomorrow?
Oh where,oh where,oh where...
With a now again conditioned impluse,
he thought about his future and fell
asleep.
The Squint-eyed Guy
■ BY PAUL RICKENBACHER■
; "Someday,wretch,I'llkillyou!"Raef's
■ voice was level and menacingas he and
J the squint-eyed guy moved toward each
■ other, picking their way across the lit-
| tered floor of the longbedroom.
| Gazing at him amused with defiance,! the squint-eyedguymutely agreed.
| "Damnyou!
"
Raef's voicewasnow an
■ angry frustrated gurgle. "Is that all you
!can do, stand there with that vacuous
| ugly grin on your vacuous ugly face?, Why don't you try and stop all this kill-; ing?" Therehadn't beenanyrealkilling,
■ or dying either. He was convinced of
| that, Raef knotted his hands into pain-
i ful fists as realization settled in his
! mind. Only late at night, when he was
drunk enough to know he'd puke if he
didn't lie down.Only then, when the light
was out, and, he hoped, the squint-eyed
guy had gone away, did the dying, and
the killing,and the fear begin.
IT HAD BEEN LIKE that for over a
month now. Ever since whatever was
happening to him had started. Jagged
fragments of thoughts careened through
his head.
"Look buddy,Ithink you'vehadabout
enough, so why not be a good guy and
go on..."
"Hey, watch where the hell you're
drivin'! Almost ran down that little girl
back there!"
"SorryRaef, butyou're just not work-
ingout."
"Beat it willya? We got no place for
your kind!
"
"But Itell you the check is good as
gold! I'll be spending the money here
anyway!
"
"You,my dear, are a tippling trollop,
anda bloated bitch!
"
"SURE IHIT him officer, you should
have heard whatthe drunkenbumcalled
my lady friend!
"
"You can overcome this mess, Raef.
Ibelieve you can!
"
Over a month ago Karen had said,
"I believe you can!" Raef wondered to
himself what had happened to her.
Whether or not she still believed that he
had the unprecedented guts to scrabble
together the pieces of his life. He
wondered idly if she were dead? He
hadn't been back since. Not since that
night over a month ago. The night she
had offered him her simple confidence.
The night of the first dream.
The night of the first dream, Raef had
left Karen sittingon the cheap grass mat
she loved, on the floor of the beat-up
houseboat she loved, gone to the nearest
bar, and later gone home when he was
just drunk enough to know that he'd
puke if he didn't lie down.
"G'night, you disgusting churl, he
mumbled to the squint-eyed guy, who
stared back at him with quivering evil
eyes. He snapped off the light, grateful
for the envelopingfolds of darkness.
THE SUMMER SUN, dangling crazily
in the greenish sky by a clearly visible
strand of piano wire, beat warm and
secure on Raef's bare head. Staring
fixedly through the windshield, he
watched Karen skillfully maneuvering
her small sports roadster through the
unmenacing, non-descript traffic. The
little car, an identical twin to the one
Raef drove, led him along the familiar
boulevard of an unfamiliar town, toward
a properly unspecified destination some
blocks ahead.
Stopped momentarily,Raef watched a
passing freight train on an elevated
track, which diagonallycrossed the side-
street to his left. As the lastcar rumbled
over the street, it became uncoupled,
spraying its contents, a dozen or more
automobiles identical to his own, crazily
onto the street below. With unerring ac-
curacy, the unleashed machines, bounc-
ing like huge rubber toys, came to rest,
eachin the midst of a convenientcluster
of oblivious pedestrians.
"Hey!" Raef shouted over the wind-
shield. "Youshouldhave seenthat!
"
Sev-
eral car-lengths ahead of him, Karen's
view of the sidestreet was obliterated by
the building on the corner.
"Seen what?" She turned in the seat,
and looked back at him.
"Down thissidestreet... on the left,"
he said. "You couldn't see because of
that building on the corner." Raef felt
rathershort of breath. "A lotof cars fell
on a lot of people.Most of them weren't
even looking!"
"That's quite a story," Karen said.
"ButIbelieve it if you say so."
RAEFGLANCED aboveKaren's head,
noticing that the elevated railroad track
bisected this street, just above her car.
He watched helplessly as the grunting,
black steam engine,the biggest he'dever
seen, gracefully jackknifedoff the trestle
above, coming to rest, witha sound very
like stepping on a large beetle, atop
Karen's car.
"Say there!" Raef shouted with diffi-
culty past the large beadof terror which
clogged his windpipe."You've fallen on,
andhorriblycrushed, andkilledmynice,
believinggirlfriend!" He addressedhim-
self to the engineer, who still sat in the
cab of the engine,his hand resting com-
fortably on the throttle, elbow on the
windowledge,staring through the wind-
shield straight up into the greenish sky.
"OH WELL," SAID the squint-eyed
guy, doffing the grey engineer's cap,
"What the hell . . . right?" The huge
machine began to tip toward Raef's
automobile like a giant, newly-severed
tree...
"...eeeaaaAAAAHH!!!" The screams
werestill belching from his throat, as he
fumbled wildly in the darkness for the
lightswitch. Across the room, the squint-
eyed guyregardedhim with wide, blink-
ing eyes.
"MURDERER!" Raef shouted hysteri-
cally at the staring figure. "Why'd you
want to harm her? She never did any-
thing to hurt you... or anyone!Iloved
here . .. she believed in me!" The
squint-eyed guy sat in mocking silence.
That had been over a month ago...
the night of the first dream. Someone
had died horribly each night since .. .
his father and mother...his sister ...
his friends from the office...peoplehe
had known in school... each had met
with a grotesque death always at the
hands of the squint-eyedguy, while Raef
wasmade to watchinagony. Each night,
the squint-eyed guy injected his grim
message:
"Oh well, what the hell do you care?"
"What're you worried about the old
lady for? You nevergave a damn about
her before!
"
"Who cares about him? YOU always
come first,right?"
"SAY, ITHOUGHT you forgot him
when you finished needing him! He's
nothing to you anymore!
"
"Why get all worked up over these
punk schoolkids? You sold them all out,
remember?"
"Better just sweat your own skin!
After all, isn't that what you've always
done?"
The words, and the dreams, tumbled
through Raef's mind, as he stood facing
the squint-eyed guyacross the room.The
lingering terror of tonicht's dream
welled up suddenly, surpassing all the
others. Tonight it had been him.
The dream had begun innocently
enough. He'd found himself strolling out
onto adock which juttedout into a lake.
The squint-eyed guy was nowhere in
sight. Strangelyconfident inhis solitude,
Raef shucked off his clothes andplunged
into the inviting water. It was decep-
tively shallow, and his head struck bot-
tom violently. The most severe painhe
had everknown lanced through his neck,
and was gone. Raef's floated face-down
to the surface.
"What a dumb thing todo,"he thought.
HE COULDN'TMOVE! !!Therealiza-
tion crashed through his head like a
juggernaut. He was face-down in the
water and he COULDN'TMOVE! !
"Somebody'llhelpme," he thought...
"Mom or Dad...or one of the gang...
or Karen, who believes in me!
"
"Oh well, what the hell.Right?" The
voice of the squint-eyedguy drifted down
to him from the dock above...
HIS LUNGS WERE burning now . ..
his throat constricted. Inches away he
could feelhis ear, floatingabove the sur-
face of the water... where life was.
"Youcould begin to saveyourself!
"
A
soundless voice registered deep in his
desperatebrain.
"How?" he thought back frantically.
"Kill the squint-eyed guy!" the voice
rasped, and was gone.
Raef had finally awakened, convulsed
with terror. He had risen from the bed,
and picked his way across the littered
floor of the long bedroom to where he
now stood facing the squint-eyedguy.
"God, Ihate you!" The words left
Raef's mouth as a choking sob. He
rushed at the also advancingsquint-eyed
guy,stricking out savagely.
Raef held his bleeding, broken
knuckles, as the squint-eyed guy disap-
peared noisily into a pile of jagged,
silveredglass.
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a monthly supplement to the Seattle
University Spectator. The opinions ex*
pressed herein are not necessarily those
of the Journeyman or Spectator staffs.
Students, faculty, and stafi are Invited
to contribute manuscripts of 1,000 to
2,000 words on topics of current interest
to the University community.
Journeyman editor Peter Edlefsen
Political affairs editor James Naidcn
Literary editor Joan Newell
Art editor Penny Gill
Editor's note: The stories
by Kathy Robel and Paul
Rickenbacher were scheduled
to appear in the spring issue
of Fragments. Because of fi-
nancial difficulties, Frag-
ments will not be published
this quarter. Itseditors have
released their stories to be
printed in the Journeyman.
PAUL RICKENBACHER, au-
thor of "The Squint-eyed Guy,"
pp. 4-5, plans graduate studies
in English next year at Brown
University.
SUE HACKETT, senior Eng-
lish major fromChehalis,Wash.,
invented the human menagerie
in "The Zoo," p. 5.
JOHN MILLER, Seattle prc-
med sophomore, is a newly ap-
pointed editor of next year's
Spectator. His article appears
on p. 4.
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CCT's American League Champs
Tartars Edged:
The College Club Tavern-
won the American League
Title and a chance to play
in the Little World Series
by edging the Tartars 4-3
yesterday at Broadway
playfield. The CCT's open-
ed up the scoring in the
first inning when Buzz McQuaid
walked and later scored on
RayButler's grounder to second.
Inthe second inning the CCT's
managed only one single by
Fred Marselli but the Tartars
scored two runs with two out.
Bob Clements walked and was
advanced by pitcherPatByrne's
single to left. Then Bill Russell
drew a walk andFred Kulczycki
hit a single to score Clements
and Byrnes. The next batter
went out and the score stood
at 2-1.
NEITHER TEAM was able to
get a hit in the third inning and
the next scoring came in the
fourth inning when the Tartars
came to life again with two out.
Byrne reached base on an
error and then the CCT pitcher,
Butler, walked Bill Russell,
Fred Kulczycki and Mike Gaz-
arek thus walking in Byrne
and the third Tartar run.
However, the CCT men were
still to be reckoned with as
Butler led off the inning with a
solid triple.Lou Cozzette walked
and was advanced by singleby
Walt Weller. McQuaid then
singled and an overthrow pro-
vided the opportunity for three
more CCT runs which made the
score 4-3.
THE SCORE stood at 4-3 un-
til the sixth inning when Walt
Weller of the CCT's became
the only player of the afternoon
to get two hits by collectinghis
second single. In his winning
performance for the CCT's
Butler struck out two and walk-
ed two. Byrne was the losing
pitcher for the Tartars with
two walks and two strikeouts.
There has been a timechange
in Saturday's National League
championshipgame between the
Ratpack and the Wetbacks.
Their game is rescheduled for
9 a.m. The make-up game be-
tween the Menehunes and Rey-
nolds' Raiders will be played at
11:30 a.m. Both games will be
at Broadwayplayfield.
THtiLlTl'LtiWorld Series be-
tween the CCT's and Saturday's
Ratpack-Wetback winner is ten-
tativelyscheduled for nextMon-
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
AndLet There BeTrack......O'Brien-Helms Award
| By Jim Haley
In the Limelight
Let's grab our track shoes and go and start a varsity track
program. Sounds simple, doesn't it? And it probably isn't much
harder to dothan itsounds.
The main objective raised against beginning such a varsity
program is the lack of facilities at S.U. This is a worthy point—
althoughnot at allunsurmountable.
FR.JOHN J.KELLEY,S.J., executivevice president,says that
he is in favor of initiatingsuch aprogram. "If things develop and
the students show enough interest in track, then we'd be glad to
bring the question to the athletic board." (The athletic board
would have to approve such a venture before it could be enacted.)
"We'll give all the cooperation we can to it," said Fr. Kelley,
"I think it'sa good idea."
EddieO'Brien has a similar view."I am in favor of beginning
an intercollegiate track program, butIam concerned about find-
ingthe facilities inthe immediatearea."
FROM THE LOOKS of it, there are merely two difficulties
which have to be overcome before something positive isdone about
a varsity track and field program: Raising and keeping the inter-
est of the students and finding a place to stage meets and hold
practices.
Student interesthas snowballed in the last week as more than
200 students (mainly dorm students) have signed a petition re-
questing the initiationof a track program. After reading the state-
ment at the head of the petition, only a few refused to sign. With
the vast majority of the male students contacted, nothing more
than the mention of the word "track" was needed to stimulate a
positiveresponse.
THEPETITION statement read: We (the undersigned) dem-
onstrate our favor for the developmentof a varsity track and
field team; a cross-country team in the fall quarter and a track
and field team in the spring quarter. These are to be representa-
tiveof SeattleUniversityinofficiallysponsoredmeets.
After looking at this and the enthusiam displayed by those who
will participate in this evening's intramural track meet, it seems
thatstudent interest is nota great problem.
As far as facilities go, O'Brien stated that the old Catholic
Memorial Field— just a few blocks from S.U.— could possibly be
used in the future for such an enterprise. Fr.Kelleyexpressed in-
terest in the same field and also feels that there is a possibilityof
setting up a system where the tracksters would travel to another
field for practice.
THETWO FACULTY membersappear to be more than anxious
to get the program off the ground. Why don't we begin next year?
If the student interest remains at a high peak, then there could
be little tocurtail such amove." " "
Johnny O'Brien, former S.U. Ail-American, has been chosen to
the 1963 Helms College Basketball Hall of Fame. O'Brien played
with the Chiefs in the '52-53 season when he was given the honor
of beingthe firstS.U. eagerchosen All-American.
Fifteen basketball players and 14 coaches were added to
HelmsHall for this year. The dates go back as far as the 1912-1913
season and range to the 1955-1956 year.
S.U. Scores 42 Runs
In This Week's Play
The S.U. baseball squad won its twenty-seventh and
final game of the season Wednesday by clipping Seattle
Pacific 8-4. Counting the two games Tuesday against
SPC the Chieftains have scored a total of 42 runs in
three games this week.
The action began in the
second inning as SPC scor-
ed the first run on a single and
twoS.U. errors. The Chiefsback
in the latter part of the inning
when Bob Neubauer opened up
with a long triple to center.
GLEN MATTISON singled,
thus scoring the first S.U. run.
Harry Lambro singled to move
Mattison to second.Jerry Schatz
then reached first on a fielder's
choice putting out Lambro. The
pitcher, Denny Hodovance, hit
a tripleand scored Mattison and
Schatz making the score 3-1.
S.U. picked up its fourth run
in the third inning on a home
run by Richard Kayla.SPC rose
to the occasion in the top of the
fourth inning on a triple scoring
two men to make it 4-3. In the
bottom of the frame Jerry
Schatz scored S.U.s fifth runon
a sacrifice fly by Denny Hodo-
vance.
THE CHIEFTAINS added one
more run in the fifth inning on
a single by Kayla.
Student Cars Provide
Rides to Track Meet
Cars which will provide trans-
portation to tonight's intramur-
al track competition will leave
at6:30 p.m. from in front of Bel-
larmine, according to Dave
Nichols, assistant intramuraldi-
rector.
"Field events will begin at 7
p.m. and all spectators who
wish to come alongmay," said
Nichols. Transportation will be
provided for spectators as well
as contestants.
Nichols said that at least
three teams are expected to en-
ter this, the only track event of
this year. Individualswho wish
to enter any of the 13 events are
welcomed.
"Anyone whois willingto help
officiate should be at Bellar-
mine at 6:30 p.m. also," Nichols
went on.
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MfMORfFS YOU WILL CHERISH
FOR MANY YEARS TO COME
YOU CAN STILL SAVE TIME, MONEY,
WORRY . . . AND GIVE A PORTRAIT
THAT WILL EXPRESS YOUR LOVE
FOR YEARS ...
Chilis, Jsnc.
1426 sth AVENUE
MA 4«« —STUDENT RATES—IVIM 1-3333 USE YOUR AEGIS PHOTO On
Broadway off Olive Way
Whore "TASTE" Is the difference
S.U. Civic Orchestra
To Present Concert
The S.U. Civic Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Francis
Aranyi,will present a concert at 8:30 p.m. this Sunday in
Pigott Aud.
been performing for sevenThe group, which has
and a half years, consists
of approximately 30 mem-
bers.
ON THE PROGRAM for
the evening are: "Concerto
Grosso, op. 6, No. 4"by Corelli;
"Concerto for two violins, D
Minor" by Bach; "Quartet for
Flute, Violin, Viola, Cello, K.
298" by Mozart, and "String
Serenade, op. 48" by Tschaikow-
sky.
MR. ARANYI, orchestra con-
ductor, was the founder and
former conductor of the Seattle
Youth Symphony.
The concert is complimentary
and open to S.U. students and
the general public.
S.U. CIVIC ORCHESTRA members, (from 1.) Suellen
Lacey,Lola Gracey, Patricia Wolpert and MaryMatsu-
motopractice their flute andstring selection for the Sun-
day evening concert.
WANT ADS
COEDS
WANT SUMMER WORK?
It's SmartToBeA
KELLY GIRL
WeNeedTrained
Secretaries
Typists
OfficeClericals
Dicta Operators
Receptionists
ForTemporary Jobs
TOP PAY— NO FEE
Special Saturday
Registrationon May 25 & June 1
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
(Also open weekdays)
KELLY GIRL SERVICE, INC.
4th& PikeBldg. MA 4-5959
THESIS, term papers, manu-
script typing. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-
-2423.
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY. Now
interviewing for limited group,
this campus. Work in area of
yourchoice. Nationalrecognized
company. Call LA 3-0668, 11
a.m. to 1p.m. only for appoint-
ment.
SUMMER CAMP PERSONNEL,
Counselors, Arts and Crafts Di-
rector, Camp Secretary, Camp
Nurse. 10-week season, beauti-
ful site just 50 miles from Se-
attle. Salaries commensurate
withexperience.Write or phone
Norman Levin, Seattle Jewish
Community Center, 1017 Fourth
Avenue,MAin 4-8431.
TOLO PICKLE SALE: Where:
Chieftain; When: May 29, 1963;
Sponsored by: Spurs.
SOUTHWEST TEACHERS' Agen-
cy, 1303 Central Avenue, N.E.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Serving Southwest, entire West
and Alaska. Free Registration.
Member N.A.T.A. Salaries $5,-
-000 up.
WANTED: Private party who
wishes to invest in very profit-
able new business. Phone EA
9-0160.
$60-$9O. Two and three room
apartments. View, elevator,
free parking. Carolina Court,
527 Eastlake Aye. E.
$65-$75. One bedroom apartments;
redecorated, nice furniture.
Bristol, 1626 13th Aye..
MAN WITH CAR. Summer sales
work. $400 mo. guarantee, plus
commission, if you qualify. ME
2-2122.
CAPITOL HILL furnished bache-
lor apartment, allutilities, heat.
Furnished. $69.50. EA 9-0828.
'Ring Round the Moon
Rehearsals, Cast Set
Cast appointments have been announced and re-
hearsals begun for the drama department's summer play,
"Ring Round the Moon." The production will open June
27 inTeatroInigo
In French playright Jean
Anouilh's fable about love, Jim
Kriley will play Joshua, a
crumbling butler. Hugoa young
man about town, and his twin
brother Frederic will both be
portrayed by Bill Moreland.
Patty Wenker will play Diana
Messerschmann, who is engaged
to Frederic but secretly in love
with Hugo.
Messerschmann, Diana's mel-
ancholy millionaire father, will
be acted by Paul Pival. Mary
McWherter will be seen asLady
India, Messerschmann's mist-
ress who is in love with his
secretive secretary, Patrice
Bombelles, played by William
Taylor.
Madame Desmermortes, aunt
to Hugo,Frederic and Lady In-
dia, willbe portrayed by Nancy
Walton. Linda Madden will play
her faded companion, Capulet.
Romainville, a patron of the
arts, will be Mike Mcßride.
Patti Walker will play Isabelle,
a ballet dancer,and her mother,
who teaches the pianoforte, will
be Elaine Flaquinti.
A COMPANY and stage man-
ager is needed immediately.
Anyone interested should contact
William Dore, director.
S.U.Drill Team
First Place
S.U.s drill team this year has
won first place in every com-
petitive event it has entered. At
the Bellingham "Blossom Time
Festival" the teamemerged vic-
torious in competition with two
U.W. ROTC drill teams, three
regulararmyunits and six units
from Canada.
The drill team will make its
final competitive appearance
of the school year tomorrow at
the "Rhododendron Festival" in
Port Townsend. Today the unit
will also be seen in the S.U.
Cadet Corps' Final Revue at Ft.
Lawton.
Through the course of the
year the drill team, consisting
of 40 voluntary members, has
also appeared at Tacoma's
"Daffodil Fc s t iva1," Wenat-
chee's "Apple Blossom Festi-
val," and the "Lilac Festival"
in Spokane.
SMOKE SIGNALS
Tomorrow
Saturday Night Discussion at
7:30p.m. in the Chieftain lounge.
Sunday
S.U. Civic Orchestra concert
at 8:30 p.m. in Pigott Aud.
Monday
Tolo Week Mixer, "Chop
Suey" 7:30-10:30 p.m. in Bellar-
mine dining room.
Tuesday
Frosh Orientation welcoming
committee, 2 p.m., Chieftain
lounge for all interestedworkers.
"IHear America Singing" by
the Northwest Student Actors
Guild, 8 p.m., Pigott Aud.
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Hawaii
NEW LOW FARES
Student Flights and Ships
Space Still Available
Guaranteed Departures
ODYSSEY INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Seattle's Oldest ICC Licensed and Bonded Agency
MA 2-7474 401 The 1411 Fourth Aye. Bldg.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Young men needed for summer expansion. Work in production order
department of large AAA-1 Company.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
Students showing ability may remain with company on part-time basis
next semester, and may qualify for company scholarship program. Ap-
plicants who qualify can earn in excess of $112.00 a week if accepted.
For appointment please call student placement manager at office nearest
your home.
SPOKANE OFFICE SEATTLE OFFICE
MA 4-9331 MU 2-6083
Announcing an
Exclusive Offer to
Some
Graduating Students
Riach's Exclusive
6
Point Plan
Riach Oldsmobile Company and Riach Rambler Com-
pany make this unprecedented offer to graduating
students who have job commitments or job promises.
Riach will let youbuy the new Oldsmobile orRambler
of yourchoice with:
1. No Down Payment
2. First Payment Deferred
UntilConvenientFor You
3. Payments Designed toFit
Your Budget
4. Three Years to Pay
5. Factory Warranty
6. Delivery Anywhere and
Through AnyDealer
YouDesire
In order to make you this unique offer, Riach is
breaking all precedent in the automobile sales field.
Riach has developed this exclusive plan because
Riach has the same confidence in you that your
future employer has.
If yon have a job commitment or promise, mail this
coupon today. NEVER BEFORE has any automobile
dealer, franchised by two of America's biggest manu-
facturers, made such an offer.
Iam interested in Riach's exclusive
new program for some graduating
students:
Name
Age School
Present Address
City Zone
State Phone
Parents' Name
Address
Zone State
I have a job □ Commitment □ Promise
From
City State
RIACH— 12»h Aye. ot E. Pine-Seottle.Wosh. j
